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Introduction
By 2018, Greenland has officially had
an independent controlled social and
labour administration for 50 years.
The realization in 1968 took place 12
years before the signing of the
Greenlandic home rule act in 1979.
The taking over of the social and
labour administration became a
historical turning point for the
introduction of a more organized and
democratic social welfare system.

This study provides a historical backdrop of the Danish ministerial and
early Greenlandic social policy considerations. We looked at the planning behind the purpose of establi-

Nuuk in the 1960s
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shing early social action that led to
the education of the first Greenlandic
social office workers (not yet social
workers) in 1966. In 1968 the Danish
government and the Greenlandic

The social & labour administration
in 1968

Official Logo of
the administration

country council established the social
and labour administration of Green-

This short overview together with an
article series aims to clarify the
development of social work and show
how the country moved from having a
Danish run social system to having
an independent Greenlandic run
social system.
It has not been an easy or straight
forward process but a process of a
consistent focus on the important role
that social work and social administration
plays in nation building processes.

land to be placed in the capital Nuuk.
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During this initial historic archive study
we divided the project up starting with
the first first focus point from 1950A drastic increase in population & Urbanization demanded modern social systems
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The first focus point
In Greenland, in the early 1960s,
there was no systematic or equal
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1979 and a second focus point from
1979 to 2018.
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